Layette bundle

- 1 receiving blanket (minimum size: 30" x 30")
- 1 heavier blanket (minimum size: 30" x 30"; CAM preferred size: 30" x 40")
- 6 cloth diapers—Please use new fabric, absorbent 100% cotton or flannel (minimum size: 18" x 27"; CAM preferred size: 21" x 36").
- 2 sleepers (3-12 months)
- 2 rubber panties (3-12 months)
- 2 undershirts or onesies
- 2 pairs of socks or booties
- 1 baby cap
- 4 diaper pins (minimum size: 2-inch)

Avoid fabric with questionable pictures such as TV, occult, sports, and cartoon characters. Items made with such fabric will not be distributed.

Wrap all items in one of the blankets and fasten firmly with the diaper pins or tie together with ribbon. If you prefer, put the items in a drawstring bag and pull strings tightly to prevent items from falling out. You may label the bundles “boy” or “girl.”

All items must be new! (due to customs requirements)
IMPORTANT shipping information on page 2.